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Remembering You; Celebrate the Life of a Loved One
Inspired by the life of legendary photographer Edward Curtis, a series of tales about a photographer's developing relationship with the Native
Americans he astonishes by showing them pictures of themselves is interspersed with parallel tales about an unsung soldier, a husband, and
a father. Reprint. 40,000 first printing.

Dear Mom I Will Love You Forever Grief Journal
Angel Catcher for Kids offers a healthy way for a child to cope with the painful and often confusing process of grieving. Designed to help a
child overcome the loss of a loved one, this journal also invites the child to record precious memories of the special person who has died.
Angel Catcher for Kids will help a child to catch-and hold-an angel.

Short Nights of the Shadow Catcher
A large journal to support anyone in their grieving process. It has quality lined paper with a undated blank date space in the top corner. The
user can dip in and out to write when it suits them. Makes the perfect gift to support a loved one in their grief. Whenever they use it they can
think of you and remember they are not alone. SIZE: 8.5" X 11" inches (approximately A4) PAPER: Lined Journal Paper PAGES: 100
COVER: Soft Glossy Cover. Nurture Publishing make modern journals and notebooks to support people during tough times. Titles Include:
Love Never Dies I will Never Forget You Always and Forever In My Heart I Miss You So F*cking Much Christian Quote/Scripture Journals

Angel Catcher
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In today's hectic world, many of us long for companionship, nurturing, and peace in our personal lives. With sections to help you examine and
reflect on your relationship history and patterns, gain insight into difficult periods in a relationship, and learn how to clearly communicate your
needs to your partner, this guided journal will help you learn by doing. Open the door to love with Love Catcher, and become the best
companion you can be.

My Friend Chicken
Reproduces the artist's journal pages that chronicle his feelings of loss, grief, and recovery after his wife's death in a tragic accident.

Dear Mom, Grief Journal
8.5 x 11 Grief Journal with 110 pages including Writing Prompts to use as a tool and diary to grieve and mourn your loved one. The pages
include sections to write your best memories, things you'd like to tell them, hardest parts of your day, and things that reminded you of your
parent. This book provides self help through reflection and embrace of the joyful and painful feelings of mourning the loss of someone so
dear.

First Steps Through Bereavement
Grief Work Diaries and Grief Work Journals are a recommended coping tool for exploring the grief cycle and emotions that arise after the loss
of a loved one. When completed, grief diaries tell the story of daily life through the cycle of grieving, forever giving you a written account from
your perspective.. Grief journals and diaries allow you to not only express the feelings that arise after death and loss, but to review your
progress through the stages of grief. You need to take time to pause, reflect, and focus on yourself. It is important to express any feelings you
may have during the grieving process. Grief work journals and grief work diaries allow you to record thoughts, emotions, and feelings that
otherwise may be lost or overlooked. Death and loss can cause intense emotions. Many report feeling relieved or more at peace after
expressing these feelings in a grief journal. Reflection through the process of grief is important. Reflecting on a previous state of mind allows
you to understand how far you have come. The grief cycle is not always a fluid process, which makes frequent reflection all that more
important. It is important to note the changes in mindset and yourself through your writing. _____________________________________
This guided journal and adult coloring book features: - Guided journal questions - Daily mood tracker - Positive and negative tracker - Entry
area - Monthly review - Goal tracking - 14 Deluxe adult coloring pages

The Shadow Catcher
Losing someone you love dearly like a son can be a difficult situation to deal with mentally and emotionally. This guided prompts workbook
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journal hopes to provide a way to express those thoughts on paper and create a memory book to cherish the memories, as well as, help with
the healing process Up to 40 prompt questions to help recall and reflect on sentimental memories about your son Lined paper to write down
your thoughts, as well as, stick photos on it too Additional lined paper for more content A front page to personalize with a message or
journal's owner name 6" x 9" / Half size Glossy softcover

Jesus Malverde
This book is about your very own particular grief, not anybody else's. We hope to help you to understand your own grief and to provide you
with an array of tools to help you manage your grief in the way that is best for you. We offer a selection of simple straightforward strategies to
help you move through your grief to a better place, a place where you can bring joy and happiness back into your life. We believe that there
are as many different ways of grieving as there are people on this planet. We hope that we can help you to recognise and understand your
own grief, to identify what is going on in your own life, and to provide you with some ideas to help you through. We want to show you how you
have the ability to take control of your life IN THE WAY THAT SUITS YOU. There are no magical steps of faith for you to take, simply try out
some of the ideas and see if they work for you.

Missing You Son
Questions, suggestions, and prompts for immortalizing the memories of a loved one who has passed on Celebrate the life of your loved one
Keep their spirit close in your heart Remember and cherish your time together Filled with touching and inspiring prompts, Forever in My Heart
is a comforting journal for recording your reflections on your loved one's extraordinary life, their unique traits, and all the many experiences
and traditions you shared. This journal will help you explore your emotions, say things that were left unsaid, connect with your loved one's
spirit and find healing through writing. It also includes pages to scrapbook photos and other treasured mementos.

The Journey is the Destination
140 pages to write and conserve the memories and thoughts of your Mom. Laying down your memories about your mother will help you to
overcome her loss Beautifully designed pages with the message "I will love you forever Mom" at the bottom of each page. Dedicated front
page to be personalized with a message or owner's name. An emotional letter created specially for you and your mom. Special place to glue
your favorite photo with your mother. Perfect 5" by 8" size for easy keeping so you can write whenever you want. Adequate for kids (age 7+),
teens or adults. Get your copy today by clicking the "Buy Now" button right now!

Dear Brother, a Guided Grief Journal
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The first book of a funny fantasy and adventure series about three friends who discover they have the ability to control the weather. It's Storm
Chasers meets The 39 Clues, in a story that Booklist called "fascinating . . . mixing serious science with full-on fantasy." Eleven-year-old
Angus's world is turned upside down when he is mysteriously whisked away to become an apprentice at the Perilous Exploratorium for
Weather and Vicious Storms. At Perilous, the world's most dangerous weather is studied to protect mankind from its ravages. There, Angus
discovers that his parents aren't boring government workers after all—they are actually famous Lightning Catchers, and they've been
kidnapped. With the help of two loyal new friends, Angus intends to find them. This fast-paced, action-packed, funny story of friendship,
adventure, science, and mayhem begins a high-octane four-book series.

Summer of the Mariposas
Over the past decade, this classic work has helped thousands find meaningful ways to overcome the despair of losing a loved one. Now,
Angel Catcher has been revised and updated to convey its powerful message of hope to a new audience. Featuring brand new illustrations
and a fresh updated look, the tasteful pages of this journal guide the userthrough the process of mourning and onward to a lasting sense of
peace in the face of loss.

Shattered
Fallen Angels by Walter Dean Myers is a young adult novel about seventeen-year-old Richie Perry, a Harlem teenager who volunteers for the
Army when unable to afford college and is sent to fight in the Vietnam War. Perry and his platoon—Peewee, Lobel, Johnson, and
Brunner—come face-to-face with the Vietcong, the harsh realities of war, and some dark truths about themselves. A thoughtful young man
with a gift for writing and love of basketball, Perry learns to navigate among fellow soldiers under tremendous stress and struggles with his
own fear as he sees things he’ll never forget: the filling of body bags, the deaths of civilians and soldier friends, the effects of claymore
mines, the fires of Napalm, and jungle diseases like Nam Rot. Available as an e-book for the first time on the 25th anniversary of its
publication, Fallen Angels has been called one of the best Vietnam War books ever and one of the great coming-of-age Vietnam War stories.
Filled with unforgettable characters, not least Peewee Gates of Chicago who copes with war by relying on wisecracks and dark humor, Fallen
Angels “reaches deep into the minds of soldiers” and makes “readers feel they are there, deep in the heart of war.” Fallen Angels has won
numerous awards and honors, including the Coretta Scott King Award, an ALA Best Book for Young Adults, a Booklist Editors Choice, and a
School Library Journal Best Book. Fallen Angels was #16 on the American Library Association’s list of the most frequently challenged books
of 1990–2000 for its realistic depiction of war and those who fight in wars.

A Kiss Before You Go
After suffering a career-ending injury, Tyler Ames finds a maintenance job at a retirement home where he meets Virginia Hutcheson, a patient
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with Alzheimer's who seems to have the answers he is seeking.

Guided Journal - Grief
Soul Catcher takes you on a self-guided journey along a spiritual path forged from the realization of your own dreams and wishes, and the
utilization of the wisdom of your own inner voice. This beautiful journal will help you find ways to break through the barriers that stand in your
way and offer support as you shape and define your true values and goals so you can live life to its fullest.

Healing a Child's Grieving Heart
Grief Journal Prompts is a journal with writing prompts to help you remember your loved one. Grieving is a process and sometimes writing
and journaling can help with the healing process and is a creative way to keep the memory of your loved one alive.

Hey, Sis
Losing someone you love dearly like a dad can be a difficult situation to deal with mentally and emotionally. This guided prompts workbook
journal hopes to provide a way to express those thoughts on paper and create a memory book to cherish the memories, as well as, help with
the healing process Up to 40 prompt questions to help recall and reflect on memories about your dad Lined paper to write down your
thoughts, as well as, stick photos on it too Additional lined paper for more content A front page to personalize with a message or journal's
owner name 6" x 9" / Half size Glossy softcover Suitable for kids (age 7+), teens and adults

Paper Towns
Presenting simple yet highly effective methods for coping and healing, this book provides answers and relief to parents trying to deal with the
loss of a child. It offers 100 practical, action-oriented tips for embracing grief, such as writing a letter to the child who has died; spending time
with others who will listen to stories of grief; creating a memory book, box, or Web site; and remembering others who may still be struggling
with the death. The guide also addresses common problems for grieving parents, including dealing with marital stress, helping surviving
siblings, dealing with hurtful advice, and exploring feelings of guilt. This compassionate resource will aid parents who have been through the
death of a child—whether the passing happened recently or many years ago, whether the child was young or an adult.

Life, Without You
8.5 x 11 Grief Journal with 105 pages including Writing Prompts to use as a tool and diary to grieve and mourn your loved one. The pages
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include sections to write your best memories, things you'd like to tell them, hardest parts of your day, and things that reminded you of your
parent. This book provides self help through reflection and embrace of the joyful and painful feelings of mourning the loss of someone so
dear.

The Memory Book
The best-selling and critically acclaimed book The Journey Is the Destination, is now in paperback. Featuring a selection of over 200 pages
from the journals of photojournalist Dan Eldon, it is the legacy of a young artist killed just as his creative powers were beginning to be
recognized by himself and others. Already an international inspiration for a documentary, a feature film, a clothing line, and the Spring 2011
collection of Tom's Shoes, Dan's life sets an admirable example of how to be young, human, and aliveand will continue to inspire future
generations as it has for the past decade.

The Lightning Catcher
Losing a spouse or romantic life partner causes a special kind of heartbreak, loneliness, and disappointment. Your plans for your life have
irrevocably changed. Because everyone mourns differently, guided journal writing is a useful tool for navigating the phases of grief in a
personalized, private way. The Widow's Journal is written in a frank yet hopeful style by lifelong journaler Carrie P. Freeman, PhD, a
communication professor, who set out to write the kind of book she could have used when, just prior to her thirtieth birthday, she lost her own
husband to cancer. Unlike other bereavement books, The Widow's Journal doesn't tell you what to do, it isn't a memoir or collection of other
people's stories, and it isn't limited to any particular spiritual outlook. Instead it provides over one hundred guiding questions (from the
practical to the profound) that you can use to progress through the grieving process, culminating in a collection of your most useful insights
for reflection. Freeman's thoughtful questions prompt you to reflect on your feelings, but more importantly, provide a gentle path toward
productively coping with intense grief while making plans to build a meaningful new life. This journal works like a guided diary or workbook,
with beautifully decorated pages on which to write and/or color. It is designed to be a useful, caring gift for those whose husband, wife, or life
partner has died within the last year. The author's book website is www.thewidowsjournal.com

The Grief Book
Unthinkable. Unbelievable. Heartbreaking. Plans and dreams are shattered. The future has changed. Life becomes uncharted territory. The
loss of a child affects everything. Heartfelt, easy-to-read, and practical, this award-winning resource was written to assist bereaved parents
and grandparents survive, adjust, and begin to heal.

Daddy I Will Love You Forever Grief Journal
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He is waiting He is watching He will hunt her down. Angel is on the run. Her mother is dead, her body buried in a shallow grave by her latest
boyfriend, Scotty, a ruthless, illegal hunter who is prone to violence and who now wants Angel dead before she can talk to the police. Angel
has lived through more than a young girl should have but she's determined to stay alive. But in the scorching heat of the open desert, where
can she hide?

Angels Walking
This beautifully illustrated journal is both a diary and a memorial in one. Three months of diary pages help to express the ever-changing
emotions of grief following a bereavement, while carefully considered sections offer space to reflect on significant moments and memories.
Created by a bereaved mother to support others experiencing loss and needing a safe place to record their thoughts and emotions.

Safari as a Way of Life
Soothing mindfulness exercises to help you cope during your time of grief. Without proper support, navigating the icy waters of grief may feel
impossible. The grieving person may feel spiritually bankrupt and often the loss is so painful that the bereaved may lose faith in what they
once held dear. Mindfulness meditation can restore hope by offering a compassionate safe haven for healing and self-reflection. While
nobody can predict the path of someone else's grief, this book will guide the reader forward through the grieving process with simple
mindfulness-based exercises to restore mind, body and spirit. These easy-to-follow meditations will help the reader to cope with the pain of
loss, and embark on a healing journey. Each chapter focuses on a different aspect of grief, and the guided meditations will calm the mind and
increase clarity and focus. Mindfulness and Grief will help readers to begin the process of reconstructing the shattered self that is left in the
wake of any major loss.

Mindfulness and Grief
When a loved one dies, children are faced with a kaleidoscope of feelings, thoughts, and questions. Struggling with these issues can be
overwhelming without guidance, support, and creative forms of expression. This bereavement book contains simple, effective activities to
help children and parents communicate about death and the grieving process. Through these activities, children will learn how to grow and
thrive after the loss of a loved one.

Soul Catcher
In an adventure reminiscent of Homer's Odyssey, fifteen-year-old Odilia and her four younger sisters embark on a journey to return a dead
man to his family in Mexico, aided by La Llorona, but impeded by a witch, a warlock, chupacabras, and more.
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Why Did You Die?
Losing a loved one is hard. But instead of focusing on the pain, why not remember them as they were? Celebrate their life and the joy they
brought to you. Share your fondest memories of them in this 120-page blank journal, and ensure that they live on in your heart forever.

The Book Thief
“A vivid exploration of one man's lifelong obsession with an idea . . . Egan’s spirited biography might just bring [Curtis] the recognition that
eluded him in life.” — Washington Post Edward Curtis was charismatic, handsome, a passionate mountaineer, and a famous portrait
photographer, the Annie Leibovitz of his time. He moved in rarefied circles, a friend to presidents, vaudeville stars, leading thinkers. But when
he was thirty-two years old, in 1900, he gave it all up to pursue his Great Idea: to capture on film the continent’s original inhabitants before
the old ways disappeared. Curtis spent the next three decades documenting the stories and rituals of more than eighty North American tribes.
It took tremendous perseverance — ten years alone to persuade the Hopi to allow him to observe their Snake Dance ceremony. And the
undertaking changed him profoundly, from detached observer to outraged advocate. Curtis would amass more than 40,000 photographs and
10,000 audio recordings, and he is credited with making the first narrative documentary film. In the process, the charming rogue with the
grade school education created the most definitive archive of the American Indian. “A darn good yarn. Egan is a muscular storyteller and his
book is a rollicking page-turner with a colorfully drawn hero.” — San Francisco Chronicle "A riveting biography of an American original." –
Boston Globe

Healing a Parent's Grieving Heart
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern classic beloved by millions of readers HERE IS A SMALL FACT
- YOU ARE GOING TO DIE 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl,
is living with a foster family on Himmel Street. Her parents have been taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is her
story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS
NARRATED BY DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features pages of bonus content, including marked-up manuscript pages, original
sketches, and pages from the author's writing notebook.

Angel Catcher for Kids
140 pages to write and conserve the memories and thoughts of your Dad. Laying down your memories about your father will help you to
overcome his loss Beautifully designed pages with the message "I will always love you and and miss you with all my heart" at the bottom of
each page. Dedicated front page to be personalized with a message or owner's name. An emotional letter created specially for you and your
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father. Perfect 5" by 8" size for easy keeping so you can write whenever you want. Adequate for kids (age 7+), teens or adults. Get your copy
today by clicking the "Buy Now" button right now!

Missing You Dad
When he lost his life at age 22 while on assignment in Somalia, photojournalist Dan Eldon left behind much more than the astonishing
illustrated journals that would form the basis of The Journey Is the Destination. He left behind a life story that has inspired students, teachers,
artists, and activists, as well as a forthcoming film. Raised in Kenya, Dan grew up with a unique outlook on life. Through adventurous safaris
and benevolent crusades around the world, he crafted a philosophy of curiosity, creativity, and charity. Showcasing personal letters,
snapshots, and artwork from his acclaimed journals, this teen-appropriate visual biography takes young readers on a profound, impactful
journey through Dan's life and beyond.

Grief Journal Prompts
Find out about more artful journals by clicking the author link This Mexican Hero Journal is a lovely tool to keep track of your thoughts. Jot
down your wildest ideas that come to your mind and never lose them again. More than 100 pages of lined paper made for writing to keep
your notes organized. With custom sized pages (6" x 9") and soft cover this notebook is perfect for writing at school, keeping track of your
daily routine or writing to-do lists. With it's artful cover page this journal will always brighten up your life and be an eye-catcher for everyone
else. Valentina's Mexican Hero Journals are perfect for: Diaries Composition Books Birthday Planners Scrapbooks Christmas Wish Lists
Coworker Gifts Creative Working Homework Have Fun & Stay Organized

Healing After Loss
"First Steps' is a new series of short, affordable self-help guides on a range of key issues. In First Steps through Bereavement, Sue Mayfield
provides practical and encouraging advice on coping with bereavement including how to get through the different stages of bereavement and
how to express one's own feelings. Other titles in the First Steps series include Anxiety, Depression, Eating Disorders, Gambling and
Problem Drinking.

Fallen Angels
I will always remember you . . .Joanna Rowland's best-selling The Memory Box: A Book about Grief has helped thousands of children and
families work through the complex emotions that arise after the loss of a loved one. Now, with The Memory Book, Rowland has created a
beautiful grief journal to help readers put her methods into practice. The Memory Book helps grieving families process their emotions together
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by remembering their lost loved one and creating their own memory album full of photos and keepsakes of the person they lost. With gentle
prompts and ideas for journaling, drawing, and talking through grief, this journal will bring comfort in the midst of loss and be a keepsake for
families for years to come.

The Widow's Journal
Based on Healing After Loss, the wise and timeless bereavement companion that has helped thousands cope with grief since 1994, this pagea-day journal includes insightful affirmations, gentle guidance, and thoughtful prompts for writing through loss. Daily meditations follow the
course of a year, but the journal can be started in any month, on any day.

Forever in My Heart
A compassionate resource for friends, parents, relatives, teachers, volunteers, and caregivers, this series offers suggestions to help the
grieving cope with the loss of a loved one. Often people do not know what to say—or what not to say—to someone they know who is mourning;
this series teaches that the most important thing a person can do is listen, have compassion, be there for support, and do something helpful.
This volume addresses what to expect from grieving young people, and how to provide safe outlets for children to express emotion. Included
in each book are tested, sensitive ideas for “carpe diem” actions that people can take right this minute—while still remaining supportive and
honoring the mourner’s loss.

Love Catcher
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town. From the bestselling author of The Fault in our Stars.
Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend at their high school. So
when she one day climbs through his window and summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he cannot help but follow. But the next
day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q soon learns that there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they
are for him. But as he gets deeper into the mystery - culminating in another awesome road trip across America - he becomes less sure of
who and what he is looking for. Masterfully written by John Green, this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.

Desert Angel
Worried about the whereabouts of her absent friend Chicken, a girl claims that she will not be distracted by roaring rockets, dancing giraffes,
or roller coasters, in a hilarious story for anyone who has ever missed their best friend. A first children's book.
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